We model a given pair of sets of positive and negative
Introduction
In analyzing data of some phenomena from a logical view point, we often encounter the following problem: Given a pair of data sets (T, F ) of "positive" and "negative" examples, where T, F ⊆ {0, 1} n , establish a Boolean function (extension) f in a specified function class C, such that f is true (resp., false) for every vector in T (resp., in F ). A pair of sets (T, F ) is called a partially defined Boolean function (pdBf). For instance, a data vector x may represent the symptoms to diagnose a disease, e.g., x 1 denotes whether temperature is high (x 1 = 1) or not (x 1 = 0), and x 2 denotes whether blood presure is high (x 2 = 1) or not (x 2 = 0), etc. Establishing an extension f , which is consistent with the given data set, then amounts to finding its logical diagnostic explanation.
This type of problems are studied, for example, in learning theory (e.g., [3, 31, 38] ), where it is called the consistency problem. In the process of learning, it is fundamental to find an extension of the current set of data (T, F ). The learner tries to find an extension of small (i.e., polynomial) size as it leads to interesting theoretical consequences [7] . In pattern recognition, a function separating two categories of data T and F is usually called a discriminant function (e.g., [27] ). If the data are binary, this is essentially the same as an extension of a pdBf (T, F ). In example-based knowledge bases, we encounter a similar problem of establishing an extension, but in this case it is usually asked to describe the extension by rules. Finding extensions is also one of the main goals in such areas as data analysis, knowledge acquisition, knowledge discovery and data mining (e.g., [1, 9, 16, 17, 33] ), which are recently receiving increasing attention.
In many of the above applications, some knowledge or hypothesis about the extension f is usually available beforehand. Such knowledge may be obtained from experience or from the analysis of mechanisms that may or may not cause the phenomena under consideration. In the above example of diagnosing diseases, it would be natural to assume that we somehow know the direction of each variable that tends to cause the disease to appear. By changing the polarities of variables if necessary, therefore, the extension f (x) can be assumed to be positive (i.e. monotone increasing) in all variables.
As the above observation is essential, we consider in this paper to find an extension f that belongs to a specified class of functions C. The classes of functions considered in this paper include general, positive (or monotone), Horn, threshold, decomposable and k-DNF. The class of positive functions may be the most natural special class to investigate in this respect. Horn functions are important in the sense that the satisfiability problem of Horn CNF (conjunctive normal form) can be solved in polynomial time [4, 18] , and, for this reason, logic programs and expert systems are often built on Horn rules. If an extension f is Horn, its true set can be described by a Horn CNF. Threshold functions [29] have an appealing geometrical interpretation of linear separation, and hence is a major tool to describe discriminant functions used in pattern recognition (e.g., [27] ). Decomposable functions [5, 8, 35] are important because they can provide us additional information regarding the hierarchical structure underlying the given data sets. Finally the class of k-DNF should also be included in the list, since DNF is a standard form of representation of Boolean functions. The prime implicants in DNF of an extension are also called "association rules" in data mining (e.g., [1, 28] ), and "patterns" in papers on logical analysis of data [16] and its applications [10] .
Unfortunately, real-world data might not be complete, adding another dimension of complication. In other words, the values of some elements x j in a given data vector x may not be available for various reasons, such as the test to measure the x j was not conducted because it takes too much time or is expensive, or the data bits are simply lost. Therefore, it is indispensable to admit incomplete data in order to be usable in practical applications. We denote the missing bits by " * " in this paper. A set of data (T ,F ), which includes missing bits, is called a partially defined Boolean function with missing bits (pBmb), whereT ⊆ {0, 1, * } n (resp.,F ⊆ {0, 1, * } n ) denotes the set of "positive examples" (resp., "negative examples"). We introduce in this paper three types of extensions of a pBmb (T ,F ), called robust, consistent and most robust extensions, depending upon how we deal with the missing bits. More precisely, given a pBmb (T ,F ), a Boolean function f is called (i) a robust extension if for everyã ∈T (resp.,ã ∈F ), any 0-1 vector a obtained fromã by fixing its missing bits arbitrarily satisfies f (a) = 1 (resp., f (a) = 0). It is called (ii) a consistent extension if for everyã ∈T (resp.,ã ∈F ), there exists a 0-1 vector a obtained fromã by fixing its missing bits appropriately, for which f (a) = 1 (resp., f (a) = 0) holds. Finally, f is called (iii) a most robust extension if it is a robust extension of the pBmb (T , F ) obtained from (T ,F ) by fixing a smallest set of missing bits appropriately (the remaining missing bits in T ∪ F are assumed to take arbitrary values).
All of these extensions provide logical explanations of a given pBmb (T ,F ) with varied freedom given to the missing bits inT andF . Let us remark that by definition, if f ∈ C is a most robust extension of (T ,F ), then it is also consistent; furthermore, if (T ,F ) has a robust extension in a class C, then it also has a most robust one (and hence a consistent one, too). Let us add that the process of finding consistent and most robust extensions will also provide us with conditions on the values of missing bits, required for (T ,F ) to have a consistent extension in the given class C. This type of information can also be useful in analyzing incomplete data sets.
In the above example of diagnosing diseases, not all medical tests are usually performed on each patient, because the tests may be painful, expensive or even dangerous. Such attributes thus naturally become missing. In this case, a robust extension provides very useful information, if it exists, since it is a diagnostic explanation of the disease under consideration regardless of the interpretation of the missing bits. That is, it says that the current data set carries enough information to derive a meaningful explanation. It may happen, however, that the data set has no robust extension. Even in this case, there may be an extension if we can supply correct interpretation of all or part of the missing bits; such an extension may help or even improve diagnostic procedures. This leads to the concepts of consistent and most robust extensions. The most robust extension is important in practice as it minimizes the number of "corrected" bits in order to have an extension. There are other possible treatments of missing bits appearing in the context of learning theory (see e.g., [6, 22, 24, 34, 36, 37, 39] ).
In this paper, we study the problems of deciding the existence of (and constructing) these extensions for various special classes of Boolean functions C, mainly from the view point of their computational complexity. We obtain computationally efficient algorithms in some cases, and prove NP-hardness in some other cases. For a summary of the results obtained, see Tables 1 and 2 in the last section. A part of these results was already presented in [13, 14] , and a more comprehensive discussion can be found in the technical report [12] .
Preliminaries 2.1 Boolean functions
A Boolean function, or a function in short, is a mapping f : IB n → IB, where IB = {0, 1}, and x ∈ IB n is called a Boolean vector (or a vector in short). If f (x) = 1 (resp., 0), then x is a true (resp., false) vector of f . The set of all true (resp., false) vectors is denoted by T (f ) (resp., F (f )). Two special functions with T (f ) = ∅ and F (f ) = ∅ are respectively denoted by f = ⊥ and f = . For two functions f and g on the same set of variables, we write f ≤ g if f (x) = 1 implies g(x) = 1 for all x ∈ IB n , and we write f < g if f ≤ g and f = g. A function f is called positive if x ≤ y (i.e., x i ≤ y i for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}) always implies f (x) ≤ f (y). A positive function is also called monotone. The variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n and their complements x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x n are called literals.
A term is a conjunction of literals such that at most one of x i andx i appears for each i. The constant 1 (viewed as the conjunction of an empty set of literals) is also considered as a term. A disjunctive normal form (DNF) is a disjunction of terms. Clearly, a DNF defines a function, and it is well-known that every function can be represented by a DNF (however, such a representation may not be unique).
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, we usually do not distinguish a DNF ϕ from the function it represents.
It is well-known that a Boolean function f is positive if and only if f can be represented by a DNF, in which all the literals in each of the terms are uncomplemented. We shall call f a k-DNF if it has a DNF with at most k literals in each term, and it will be called Horn if it has a DNF with at most one complemented literal in each term. Let us denote, respectively, by C all , C + , C k−DN F , C + k−DN F and C Horn the classes of all, positive, k-DNF, positive k-DNF and Horn Boolean functions. Note that, when we say k-DNF, k is considered to be general (i.e., it is a parameter included in the problem specification). However, since the problems may become easier to solve if k is fixed, we shall also investigate the cases of fixed k extensively.
A function f for which there exist n + 1 real numbers w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n and t such that:
is called threshold. Let us denote by C T H the family of threshold Boolean functions. It is known (see e.g. [29] ) that a threshold function f can equivalently be defined as
for some (other) real numbers w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n and t . In this paper, we shall employ definition (2) instead of (1), in order to simplify the presentation of some of the proofs. Let V = {1, 2, . . . , n} denote the index set of variables. For a vector x ∈ IB n and S ⊆ V ,
denotes the projection of x on S. To simplify notation, for a Boolean function h depending only on variables of S ⊆ V , we write h(S) instead of h( [5, 8, 26, 35] ), where G stands for the general Boolean functions, if there exist Boolean functions h 1 , ..., h k and g satisfying the following three conditions:
(i) h i depends only on variables in S i , i = 1, ..., k, (ii) g depends on the variables in S 0 and on the binary values h i (S i ) for i = 1, ..., k, (i.e., g : {0, 1} |S0|+k → {0, 1}),
Let us note that S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S k are not necessarily assumed to be disjoint. Also, for given
.., G(S k ))-decomposable, and the functions g and h i , i = 1, 2, . . . , k are all positive. Let us denote by C G(S0,G(S1)) and C + G(S0,G(S1)) the families of G(S 0 , G(S 1 ))-decomposable and positive G(S 0 , G(S 1 ))-decomposable functions, respectively.
Partially defined Boolean functions and their extensions
A partially defined Boolean function (pdBf) is defined by a pair of sets (T, F ) such that T, F ⊆ IB n . A function f is called an extension of the pdBf (T, F ) if T ⊆ T (f ) and F ⊆ F (f ). We shall also say in this case that the function f correctly classifies all the vectors a ∈ T and b ∈ F . Evidently, the disjointness of the sets T and F is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an extension. It may not be evident, however, how to find out whether a given pdBf has a extension that belongs to a class of functions C. Therefore, we have extensively studied the following problems in [11] . (As noted in Introduction, the first problem is called the consistency problem in learning theory, and some results obtained therein (e.g., [31] ) overlap with those in [11] .)
Problem EXTENSION(C) Input: a pdBf (T, F ), where T, F ⊆ IB n .
Question: Is there an extension f ∈ C of (T, F ) ?
Problem BEST-FIT(C) Input: a pdBf (T, F ), where T, F ⊆ IB n , and a weight function w : T ∪ F → IR + (nonnegative reals). Output: Subsets T * and F * such that T * ∩ F * = ∅ and T * ∪ F * = T ∪ F , for which the pdBf (T * , F * ) has an extension in C, and w(T ∩ F * ) + w(F ∩ T * ) is minimum.
We denote the minimum weight sum of erroneously classified vectors by a best-fit extension of (T, F ) as
As a pdBf does not allow missing bits, we shall introduce the set IM = {0, 1, * }, and interpret the asterisk components * of v ∈ IM n as missing bits. For a vector v ∈ IM n , let ON (v) = {j | v j = 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , n} and OF F (v) = {j | v j = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , n}. For a subsetS ⊆ IM n , let
} be the collection of all missing bits of the vectors inS. IfS is a singleton {v}, we also denote AS({v}) as AS(v). Clearly, IB n ⊆ IM n , and v ∈ IB n holds if and only if AS(v) = ∅. Let us consider a binary assignment α ∈ IB Q to a subset Q ⊆ AS(S) of the missing bits. Then v α denotes the vector obtained from v by replacing the * components which belong to Q by the binary values assigned by α, i.e.,
For vectors v, w ∈ IM n , we shall write v > ≈ w (resp., v < ≈ w) if there exists an assignment α ∈ IB AS({v,w})
for which v α ≥ w α (resp., v α ≤ w α ) holds, and we say that v is potentially greater (resp., smaller) than A pdBf with missing bits (or in short pBmb) is a pair (T ,F ), whereT ,F ⊆ IM n . To a pBmb (T ,F )
we always associate the set AS = AS(T ∪F ) of its missing bits. For a pBmb (T ,F ) and an assignment α ∈ IB AS , let (T α ,F α ) be the pdBf defined byT
Let us call a function f a robust extension of the pBmb (T ,F ) if f (a α ) = 1 and f (b α ) = 0 for all a ∈T , b ∈F and for all α ∈ IB AS .
We first consider the problem of deciding the existence of a robust extension of a given pBmb (T ,F ) in a specified class C.
Problem RE(C) Input: A pBmb (T ,F ), whereT ,F ⊆ IM n .
Question: Does (T ,F ) have a robust extension in class C ?
In case of YES, a robust extension f ∈ C must also be provided, either by a direct algebraic form, or by a polynomial time membership oracle. (A membership oracle for a function f is an algorithm that returns the value f (v) for any given vector v ∈ IB n .) Note that a vector a ∈ IM n can be seen as a subhypercube {a α | α ∈ AS(a)} of IB n . Therefore, a robust extension can be regarded as an extension of two sets of hypercubesT andF . It may happen that a pBmb (T ,F ) has no robust extension in C, but it has an extension if we change some (or all) the * bits to appropriate binary values. A function f is called a consistent extension of pBmb (T ,F ), if there exists an assignment α ∈ IB AS such that f (a α ) = 1 and f (b α ) = 0 for all a ∈T and b ∈F . In other words, a pBmb (T ,F ) is said to have a consistent extension in C if, for some assignment α ∈ IB AS , the pdBf (T α ,F α ) has an extension in C.
Problem CE(C) Input: A pBmb (T ,F ), whereT ,F ⊆ IM n .
Question: Does (T ,F ) have a consistent extension in class C ?
In case of YES, an assignment α ∈ IB AS , for which the pdBf (T α ,F α ) has an extension in C, together with such an extension f ∈ C, must also be provided. Let us finally consider the case in which there is a consistent extension of the considered pBmb in the specified class, but for which not all missing bits should necessarily be specified. Let us call an assignment α ∈ IB Q for a subset Q ⊆ AS a robust assignment (with respect to a class C) if the resulting pBmb (T α ,F α ) has a robust extension in class C. We are interested in finding such a robust assignment with the smallest size |Q|. Such an extension will be called a most robust extension of the given pBmb (T ,F ) in the class C.
Output: NO if (T ,F ) does not have a consistent extension in class C; otherwise a robust assignment α ∈ IB Q for a subset Q ⊆ AS, which minimizes |Q|.
Similarly to the previous problems, if (T ,F ) has a consistent extension in class C, a most robust extension f ∈ C of the pBmb (T α ,F α ) must also be provided.
Let us denote the minimum size of Q ⊆ AS having a robust assignment by
where ρ C; (T ,F ) = +∞ if there is no Q satisfying the stated condition. To simplify notation, we shall use sometimes ρ(T ,F ) in place of ρ C; (T ,F ) , unless confusion arises. Observe that a pBmb (T ,F ) has a robust extension if and only if ρ(T ,F ) = 0, and it has a consistent extension if and only if ρ(T ,F ) ≤ |AS|. It follows therefore that if RE(C) or CE(C) are NP-hard, then MRE(C) is NP-hard, and conversely, if MRE(C) is solvable in polynomial time, then both RE(C) and CE(C) are polynomially solvable. It seems also that RE(C) is, in general, easier than CE(C), since RE(C) can be seen as the extension problem of sets of hypercubesT andF . Let us also note that, if AS = ∅ (i.e., (T ,F ) is a pdBf), then the notions of extension, robust extension and consistent extension all coincide. Thus, RE(C) and CE(C) are both at least as difficult as EXTENSION(C).
As we shall see in this paper that many of the above problems for various classes are NP-hard, we also extensively consider the following case:
where k is a positive constant. This is important because such constraints may often be met in real situations if the number of missing bits in the data is relatively small, and the problems then tend to become easier. For example, many of the data sets which appear in the Machine Learning Repository of the Computer Science Department of the University of California at Irvine [30] satisfy the above condition with a small constant k. Note that, in this case, the complexity of RE(C) is polynomially equivalent to that of EXTENSION(C). This is because a pBmb (T ,F ) has a robust extension if and only if the pdBf (T , F ) has an extension in C, where T (resp., F ) is obtained by expanding each a ∈T (resp.,F ) by assigning all possible α ∈ IB AS(a) to the missing bits in a, and the size of (T , F ) is at most 2 k -times the size of (T ,F ). Furthermore, we shall show that, for several classes C, if k = 1 in (5), then the problem is tractable, but becomes intractable (unless P=NP) if k ≥ 2 holds; i.e., k = 1 is a critical value of the problem. In fact, all the problems considered in this paper has either no critical value or a critical value of k = 1. In this paper, we consider all function classes C defined in Subsection 2.1. Further interesting classes, such as regular, unate, renamable Horn, dual-minor, dual-major, self-dual, read-once and h-term k-DNFs are discussed in [12] . 
Problems RE and CE
In this section, we study the decision problems CE(C) and RE(C) for various classes of functions C. Let us point out first that a basic difference between these two problems is in the verification of a positive answer. On one hand, it is easy to see that problem CE(C) belongs to NP, whenever problem EXTENSION(C) is in NP. Namely, a pBmb (T ,F ) has a consistent extension if the pdBf (T α ,F α ) has an extension in C for only one assignment α ∈ IB AS , and this can be accomplished in nondeterministic polynomial time by the assumption that EXTENSION(C) belongs to NP. On the other hand, problem RE(C) may not belong to NP, due to the condition "for all α ∈ IB AS " which a robust extension f must satisfy. For example, if f ∈ C is a robust extension of a pBmb (T ,F ), and a ∈T , then checking the equation f (a α ) = 1 for all α ∈ IB AS(a) may amount to a tautology problem in those variables x j with (a, j) ∈ AS(a). In fact, we shall see later that RE(C) is co-NP-complete for some classes C. After summarizing implications of EXTENSION(C) in the next subsection, we consider problems RE(C) and CE(C) for respective classes C in the subsequent subsections.
Implications by problem EXTENSION
Let us observe that, as mentioned earlier, EXTENSION(C) is a special case of both RE(C) and CE(C). Hence we have the following theorem.
The slight difference between the conclusions for CE(C) and RE(C) comes from the fact that problem RE(C) may not belong to class NP, as we pointed out it earlier. We immediately have the following corollary from the results of [11] . We also can derive the following positive result.
Theorem 2 If problem EXTENSION(C) can be solved in polynomial time, then problem RE(C) is also polynomially solvable for pBmb instances (T ,F ) satisfying |AS(a)| = O(log n) for all a ∈T ∪F , wherẽ T ,F ⊆ IM n .
Proof. It follows from the definition that a pBmb (T ,F ) has a robust extension in C if and only if the pdBf (T , F ) has an extension in C, where T and F are defined by
Since |T | + |F | = O(n(|T | + |F |)) holds by |AS(a)| = O(log n) for all a ∈T ∪F , the polynomiality of EXTENSION(C) then implies the polynomiality of RE(C). Proof. Combine Theorem 2 and the results in [11] . 
General extensions
Let us consider problems RE and CE for the class C all of all Boolean functions. We shall start with an easy result.
Theorem 3
Problem RE(C all ) can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. It is easy to see that a pBmb (T ,F ) has a robust extension if and only if for each α ∈ AS(T ) and for each β ∈ AS(F ) the sets of binary vectorsT α andF β are disjoint, in other words, if and only if for every pair of a ∈T and b ∈F there exists an index j such that a j = b j and {a j , b j } = {0, 1} (i.e., either a j = 0 and b j = 1, or a j = 1 and b j = 0). Obviously, this condition can be checked in O(n|T ||F |) time. 2
Let us turn to problem CE(C all ). (ii) can be turned into a set of quadratic Boolean equations for α ∈ IB AS , which will be explained below.
Let j a denote the index of the * in each vector a ∈T ∪F (i.e., AS(a) = {(a, j a )}), if any. Then (ii) can equivalently be formulated as the existence of an assignment α ∈ IB AS satisfying the conditions
for every pair of a ∈T and b ∈F with a ≈ b. Obviously, condition (i) can be checked in O(n|T ||F |) time. To check (ii), let us observe that each of the conditions (8)- (11) can equivalently be represented as clauses in the variables α(v, j) for (v, j) ∈ AS. Namely, (8) and (9) can be represented by unit (or linear)
clauses, (10) by a clause containing two variables, and (11) by the conjunction of two clauses, each of which contains two variables. E.g. (11) is equivalent with the condition
In total, we have a 2-SAT problem containing at most 2|T ||F | clauses, which is solvable in time linear in its input size (see e.g., [4] ). This shows that problem CE(C all ) can be solved in O(n|T ||F |) time. 2
Then we have the following 2-SAT:
For this equation, the assignment α ∈ IB AS given by α(a
In general, however, we have the following negative result.
Theorem 5
Problem CE(C all ) is NP-complete, even if |AS(a)| ≤ 2 holds for all a ∈T ∪F .
The highly technical proof is included in the Appendix.
Positive extensions
Let us consider subclasses of positive functions C ⊆ C + . We shall see that all the cases of positive functions unresolved in Section 3.1 can be derived from the results about EXTENSION in [11] with the help of the following lemmas.
Recall that a ∈ IM n (i.e., the set {a α | α ∈ AS(a)}) represents a subhypercube of IB n . The following two lemmas show that (T ,F ) has a robust extension f in C ⊆ C + if and only if f classifies the bottom element of each a ∈T and the top element of each b ∈F into 1 and 0, respectively, and that (T ,F ) has a consistent extension f in C ⊆ C + if and only if f classifies the top element of each a ∈T and the bottom element of each b ∈F into 1 and 0, respectively.
Lemma 1 Consider a class of functions
where 0 ∈ IB AS(v) (resp., 1 ∈ IB AS(v) ) denotes the assignment of 0 s (resp., 1 s) to all (v, i) ∈ AS(v).
Then, the pBmb (T ,F ) has a robust extension in the class C if and only if the pdBf (T − , F + ) has an extension in class C.
Proof. Let us assume first that the pBmb (T ,F ) has a robust extension f ∈ C. Then, by definition, f is an extension of the pdBf (T − , F + ). For the converse direction, let us assume that the pdBf (
has an extension g in class C. For any assignment β ∈ IB AS and a ∈T , the vector a 0 ∈ T − satisfies a 0 ≤ a β , and hence g(a β ) = 1 is implied by g(a β ) ≥ g(a 0 ) = 1. Similarly, for any assignment β ∈ IB AS and b ∈F , the vector b 1 ∈ F + satisfies b 1 ≥ b β , and hence g(b β ) = 0 follows analogously. Therefore, g is a robust extension of the pBmb (T ,F ) in the class C. 2
Lemma 2 Consider a class of functions C ⊆ C + . For a pBmb (T ,F ), let us associate the pdBf (T
Then, the pBmb (T ,F ) has a consistent extension in the class C if and only if the pdBf (T + , F − ) has an extension in the same class.
Proof. Let us assume first that the pBmb (T ,F ) has a consistent extension f ∈ C, i.e. that there exists an assignment β ∈ IB AS such that f is an extension of the pdBf (
. This implies that f is also an extension of the pdBf (T
The following theorem and its corollary directly follow from Lemmas 1 and 2, and from the results in [11] . 
Threshold and Horn extensions
Let us consider the classes C T H of threshold, and C Horn of Horn functions. For these two classes, we shall see below that, although RE(C) is polynomially solvable, CE(C) is NP-complete even if |AS(a)| ≤ 1 is assumed for all a ∈T ∪F . For the related results on the existence of threshold and Horn extensions of a pdBf see e.g. [11, 23, 25] .
Theorem 7 Problem RE(C T H ) can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. For a pBmb (T ,F ), whereT ,F ⊆ IM n , let us consider the following linear programming (LP)
We claim that the LP problem (12) has a feasible solution with a finite optimum value ξ if and only if (T ,F ) has a robust extension in C T H . Informally, maximizing the objective function together with the last two constraints of (12) implies that y i = min{0, w i } and z i = max{0, w i } hold in the optimal solution. Therefore, this forces the left hand sides of the first two constraints in (12) to take their lowest possible values min α∈AS(a)
for all a ∈T , and their highest possible values max β∈AS(b)
Let us assume first that (T ,F ) has a robust extension f ∈ C T H , and let w i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and t be the coefficients in a realization (2). Then, since min{w i a α i | α ∈ IB} = min{0, w i } and max{w i a α i | α ∈ IB} = max{0, w i } hold for all i, y i = min{0, w i } and z i = max{0, w i } give a feasible solution to (12) . The objective value satisfies ξ = n i=1 y i − n i=1 z i ≤ 0, and (12) has a finite optimum. Conversely, assume that w i , y i , z i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and t are an optimal solution of problem (12) (with a finite optimum). Then y i = min{0, w i } and z i = max{0, w i } hold since otherwise it could not be an optimum. This implies that w i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and t are finite, and define a threshold function that is a robust extension of (T ,F ).
2
Proof. This problem is obviously in NP. To show its NP-hardness, consider a cubic CNF
.., x n ,x n }, and defineT ,F ⊆ IM L∪L as follows.
where (R; S) denotes the vector v ∈ IM L∪L such that ON (v) = R and AS(v) = {(v, j) | j ∈ S}. It is easy to see that |AS(a)| ≤ 1 holds for all a ∈T ∪F . We claim that this pBmb (T ,F ) has a consistent threshold extension if and only if the 3-SAT problem for the CNF Φ has a solution, which will complete the proof.
Let us assume that α ∈ IB AS is an assignment such that (T α ,F α ) has a threshold extension:
where d ∈ IB L∪L . Note first that t ≥ 1 follows from f (b (0) ) = 0 and z∈L∪L w z b
respectively, imply w xi + w x i ≥ t and wx i + wx i ≥ t, and hence
However, b xi ∈F α and b x i ∈F α , respectively, imply w xi + wx i < t and w x i + wx i < t, and hence w xi + w x i + wx i + wx i < 2t, which is a contradiction to (14) 
Let us now define a binary vector x * ∈ IB n by
0 otherwise, and show that this y satisfies Φ(x * ) = 1. For this, assume otherwise that there is a clause C k that satisfies
Then taking three vectors (a
For the converse direction, let us assume that Φ(x * ) = 1 holds for some x * ∈ IB n . Let us define an assignment α ∈ IB AS by α(a xi , x i ) =x * i and α(ax i ,x i ) = x * i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and let Hence (T ,F ) has a consistent threshold extension. 2
Theorem 9
Problem RE(C Horn ) can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. Let (T ,F ) be a pBmb. For each a ∈T , let us define B(a) = {b ∈F | b > ≈ a}. We claim that (T ,F ) has a robust Horn extension if and only if for every a ∈T , there exists an index j such that a j = 0 and b j = 1 for all b ∈ B(a). The latter condition can be easily checked in O(n|T ||F |) time.
To prove the claim, let us assume first that, for every a ∈T , there exists an index j such that a j = 0 and b j = 1 for all b ∈ B(a). Then for any α ∈ IB AS , all b α ∈ B(a) α satisfies b α j = 1. Thus, for the Horn term
we have t a (a α ) = 1 and t a (b α ) = 0 for all α ∈ IB AS and b ∈F . Hence, the Horn DNF
provides a Horn extension of (T ,F ). For the converse direction, let us assume that for some a ∈T , every index j with a j = 0 has a vector b ∈ B(a) with b j ∈ {0, * }. For such a vector a, consider the assignments
by the above assumption on a and B(a), where denotes the component-wise AND operation, e.g., (010111) (100101) = (000101). However, it is known [11, 25] 
holds for all a ∈ T . Hence, (T α ,F α ) has no extension in C Horn . 2
Theorem 10 Problem CE(C Horn ) is NP-complete, even if |AS(a)| ≤ 1 holds for all a ∈T ∪F .
Proof. It can be proved by a reduction from the 2-coloring problem of 3-uniform hypergraphs (for the details see [12] ). 2
Decomposable extensions
Let us consider two basic classes of decomposable functions, C G(S0,G(S1)) , and C + G(S0,G(S1)) , where S 0 , S 1 ⊆ V . It is known that EXTENSION(C G(S0,G(S1)) ) and EXTENSION(C + G(S0,G(S1)) ) can be solved in polynomial time [8] .
Let us first consider RE(C G(S0,G(S1)) ), where it is emphasized that
Furthermore, denote by G (T ,F ) the graph obtained from G (T ,F ) by contracting all edges in E 2 . Note that G (T ,F ) has self-loops if there are edges (w, w ) in E 1 ∩ E 2 , and any graph containing a self-loop is not bipartite.
Example 3. Let S 0 = {1, 2, 3, 4}, S 1 = {4, 5, 6} and V = S 0 ∪ S 1 (i.e., V = {1, 2, . . . , 6}), and definẽ
Graphs G (T ,F ) and G (T ,F ) are given in Figure 1 , where solid edges stand for E 1 and dotted edges for
Proof. Let us first show the only-if-part. Assume that (T ,F ) has a robust F ) is not bipartite. In other words, there is a cycle
Let us consider the values of
, by the definitions of E 1 and a robust extension, we must have
) . This means that
for some p ∈ {0, 1}. On the other hand, if (w
holds for all β ∈ IB AS1(w
, because the definition of W and (17) imply that
Thus (17) and (18) contradict (16) .
By (19), we can define the value of h 1 for W by
The h and (19) and (20) . Hence g is also well-defined. Therefore, we see that (T ,F ) has a robust G(S 0 , G(S 1 ))-decomposable extension . 2
In general, however, the size of graph G (T ,F ) can be exponential in |S 0 |, and the above lemma does not lead to an efficient algorithm of RE(C G(S0,G(S1)) ).
Proof. First we show that the problem is in co-NP. For a pBmb (T ,F ), we show that every simple cycle
holds if there is a path from w to w in G (T ,F ) . In particular, all vertices in a cycle C in G (T ,F ) have this property, and, by the definition of G (T ,F ) , all vertices w in C have different w[S 1 \ S 0 ], implying that they are generated from different vectors inT ∪F . This proves |C| ≤ |T | + |F |. Since (T ,F ) has a robust G(S 0 , G(S 1 ))-decomposable extension if and only if there is no cycle C of odd length in G (T ,F ) , a negative answer for RE(C G(S0,G(S1)) ) can be certified by an odd cycle of length no more than |T | + |F |, hence RE(C G(S0,G(S1)) ) belongs to co-NP. We next show its co-NP-hardness. Let H = (U, E) be a 3-uniform hypergraph, where U = {1, . . . , n}, E = {H i | i = 1, . . . , m}, |H i | = 3 for all i, and m is odd. Let S 0 = {1, 2, . . . , n + m}, S 1 = {1, 2, . . . , n} ∪ {n + m + 1, n + m + 2, . . . , n + 2m}. Obviously, V = S 0 ∪ S 1 = {1, 2, . . . , n + 2m} and U = S 0 ∩ S 1 = {1, 2, . . . , n} hold in this case. Then defineT ,F ⊆ IM V as follows.
where ⊂ denotes the proper inclusion, and (R; S) denotes the vector v ∈ IM V such that ON (v) = R and
We claim that this pBmb (T ,F ) has a robust extension in C G(S0,G(S1)) if and only if H is not 2-colorable, where H is called 2-colorable if there exists a partition (C, U \ C) of U such that H i ⊆ C and H i ⊆ U \ C holds for all H i ∈ E. This completes the proof because deciding if H is 2-colorable is NP-complete (see e.g. [20] ), even if m is restricted to be odd. For this
we have E 2 = ∅, because any (v, j) ∈ AS satisfies j ∈ S 0 ∩ S 1 , implying that v ∈ IB S1 holds for any F ) . This means that G (T ,F ) is bipartite if and only if so is G (T ,F ) . Thus Lemma 3 tells
for some ∅ = A * i ⊂ H i , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, and we have
Hence, we have a cycle
, where
Since m is chosen to be odd, this implies that (T ,F ) has no robust extension in C G(S0,G(S1)) .
For the converse direction, let us assume that G (T ,F ) has a cycle. By property (21), we can assume that the cycle belongs to
By the definition of the above (T ,F ), such a cycle must be of the form
Thus the length of this cycle is odd. This C obviously satisfies (22) and is a 2-coloring of H.
However, we can point out an important special case in which RE(C G(S0,G(S1)) ) is polynomially solvable.
Theorem 12 If S 0 ∩ S 1 = ∅, problem RE(C G(S0,G(S1)) ) can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. In this case, graph G (T ,F ) = (W, E 1 ∪ E 2 ) can be represented by
It is easy to see that this graph G (T ,F ) has polynomially many vertices and can be constructed in polynomial time. Then, by applying Lemma 3, RE(C G(S0,G(S1)) ) can be solved in polynomial time.
Similarly to other classes, CE(C G(S0,G(S1)) ) appears more difficult than RE(C G(S0,G(S1)) ).
Proof. The proof can be done again by a reduction from the 2-colorability of 3-uniform hypergraphs [20] . For the details see [12] . 2
Let us remark finally that problems RE(C + G(S0,G(S1)) ) and CE(C + G(S0,G(S1)) ) can be solved in polynomial time by Corollary 3.
k-DNF extensions
Let us consider the classes C k-DN F and C
., m, and it is a positive k-DNF if, in addition, N i = ∅ for i = 1, ..., m.
For general k (i.e., k is a parameter included in the problem specification), Corollary 1 tells that problems CE(C k-DN F ) and CE(C Among the remaining problems, we start with problem RE(C k-DN F ) for a fixed k. For a vector v ∈ IM n , let A(v) denote the assignment to the variables x i defined by
) denote the function (resp., DNF) obtained by fixing the variables x i as specified by A(v).
Lemma 4 Consider a vector v ∈ IM n and a term t = j∈P x j j∈Nx j . Then t(v α ) = 0 holds for all
Proof. It is easy to see that the if-part holds. For the only-if-part, assume ON (v)∩N = OF F (v)∩P = ∅, and define an assignment α ∈ IB AS(v) by
This assignment α ∈ IB AS(v) obviously satisfies t(v α ) = 1. Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4. 2
For a k-DNF ϕ, the problem of checking if ϕ = is called k-NONTAUTOLOGY [20] . It is known that its complexity is the same as of k-SAT. For k ≤ 2, k-SAT can be solved in polynomial time, but for k ≥ 3, k-SAT is NP-complete [20] . The problem of checking if ϕ = is called k-TAUTOLOGY. It follows from the result about k-SAT that k-TAUTOLOGY is solvable in polynomial time for k ≤ 2 but is co-NP-complete for k ≥ 3.
Proof. The following algorithm solves problem RE(C k-DN F ).
Output: If a pBmb (T ,F ) has a robust extension in C k-DN F , then output such a DNF ϕ; otherwise, NO.
Step 1. Generate all possible terms with at most k literals. Let ϕ be the disjunction of all those terms t for which t(b α ) = 0 holds for all b ∈F and α ∈ IB AS(b) .
Step 2. If ϕ A(a) = for all a ∈T , then output ϕ; otherwise, output NO.
It is easy to see that the ϕ obtained in Step 1 is a k-DNF, and furthermore it is the maximum k-DNF (with respect to T (ϕ)) such that ϕ( For k ≥ 3, however, CHECK-RE(C k-DN F ) does not run in polynomial time since it must check if ϕ A(v) = , which is co-NP-complete. In fact, we have the next theorem.
Theorem 15 For any fixed
Proof. Apply algorithm CHECK-RE(C k-DN F ) given in the proof of Theorem 14.
Step 1 is carried out in polynomial time as noted therein.
Step 2 consists of checking if ϕ A(a) = for polynomially many a, each of which is obviously a computation in co-NP. Therefore, RE(C k-DN F ) for k ≥ 3 belongs to co-NP. The proof for the co-NP-hardness can be done by a reduction from the non-2-colorability problem of 3-uniform hypergraphs [20] , (see [12] for details).
We now turn to problem CE(C k-DN F ) for a fixed k, and first consider problem CE(C 1-DN F ). Let (T ,F ) be a pBmb, whereT ,F ⊆ IM V and V = {1, 2, . . . , n}. denote the projection ofS on I (we assume that this projection keeps its multiplicity). If I is a singleton, say I = {j}, we write simplyS[j] instead ofS [{j}] . We shall show that the following algorithm can solve problem CE(C 1-DN F ) in polynomial time.
Algorithm FIND-CE(C 1-DN F ) Input: A pBmb (T ,F ), whereT ,F ⊆ IM V and V = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Output: If the pBmb (T ,F ) has a consistent extension in C 1-DN F , then output an assignment α ∈ IB AS such that (T α ,F α ) has an extension in C 1-DN F together with its 1-DNF expression ϕ; otherwise, NO.
Step 1. 
and 1-DNF ϕ := i∈I0
Step 2. Define a pBmb (T ,F ) withT ,F ⊆ IM I bỹ
where I was defined in Step 1, andS 1 = {a ∈T | a j ∈ {1, * } for some j ∈ I 0 } ∪ {a ∈T | a j ∈ {0, * } for some j ∈ I 1 }.
Step 3. For each j ∈ I, introduce a binary variable y j (these variables define an assignment β ∈ IB AS(T ∪F ) such that β(a, j) = y j for all (a, j) ∈ AS(T ) and β(b, j) =ȳ j for all (b, j) ∈ AS(F )).
LetT :=T ∩ IB I , and construct a CNF (conjunctive normal form)
Find a solution satisfying Φ(y) = 1 (i.e., solve problem SAT). If there exists a solution y * , then let ϕ = j∈ON (y * ) x j ∨ j∈OF F (y * )x j , and output ϕ := ϕ ∨ ϕ and the concatenated assignment (α, β), where β is obtained by substituting y j = y * j in the way as shown above; otherwise, output NO.
To see the correctness of algorithm FIND-CE(C 1-DN F ), let us show the following lemma.
Lemma 6 A pBmb (T ,F ) has a consistent extension in C 1-DN F if and only if (T ,F ) obtained in
Step 2 of FIND-CE(C 1-DN F ) has a consistent extension in C 1-DN F .
Proof. Let ϕ be the 1-DNF of (25) , and let ϕ be a 1-DNF consistent extension of (T ,F ). Then we claim that the 1-DNF ϕ ∨ ϕ defines a consistent extension of (T ,F ), which will prove the if-part. By the assignment α of (24) This implies that ϕ ∨ ϕ is a 1-DNF extension of (T (α,β) ,F (α,β) ), that is, ϕ ∨ ϕ is a 1-DNF consistent extension of (T ,F ). Conversely, let γ ∈ IB AS be an assignment such that (T γ ,F γ ) has a 1-DNF extension
Then the following properties hold:
and let β = γ[AS(T ∪F )] (i.e., β ∈ IB AS(T ∪F ) is the projection of γ on AS(T ∪F )). By the above properties, ϕ is defined on I. We now show that ϕ is an extension of ((T ) β , (F ) β ), which will prove the only-if-part. By the definition of ϕ , all b ∈F satisfy ϕ (b β ) = 0. Assume that a[I] ∈T of some a ∈T satisfies ϕ (a β ) = 0. Then ( i∈I0 x i ∨ i∈I1x i )(a β ) = 1 holds by ϕ * (a γ ) = 1 and by the definition of ϕ .
However, sinceT = (T \S 1 )[I], we have a j = 0 for j ∈ I 0 and a j = 1 for j ∈ I 1 , which is a contradiction. Hence ϕ is an extension of ((T )
Let us now consider how to obtain a consistent extension of (T ,F ), that is, an assignment β ∈ IB AS(T ∪F ) such that (T ) β , (F ) β has a 1-DNF extension. Note that AS(b) = I holds for all b ∈F , i.e., all vectors inF are {( * , * , . . . , * )}. Furthermore, if β(b, j) = 1 (resp., 0) holds for some b ∈F , then no 1-DNF extension ϕ of (T ) β , (F ) β has term x j (resp.,x j ). Since ϕ (a β ) = 1 must holds for all a ∈T , we would like to make |T (ϕ )| as large as possible, under the condition that ϕ (b β ) = 0 holds for all b ∈F . This means that we only need to consider an assignment β ∈ IB AS(T ∪F ) such that β(a, j) = y j for all (a, j) ∈ AS(T ) and β(b, j) =ȳ j for all (b, j) ∈ AS(F ), where y ∈ IB I , and a 1-DNF
is an extension of ((T ) β , (F ) β ). For ϕ to be an extension, we must choose a y ∈ IB I such that ϕ (a β ) = 1 for all a ∈T ∩ IB I . This condition can be written as Φ(y) = 1 in Step 3. Therefore, (T ,F ) has a 1-DNF consistent extension ϕ of (26) if and only if Φ(y) = 1 holds.
Theorem 16
Problem CE(C 1-DN F ) can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. The correctness of algorithm FIND-CE(C 1-DN F ) is immediate from the above discussion. Therefore, let us consider its time complexity. Obviously, we can execute Steps 1 and 2 in O(n(|T | + |F |)) time. In
Step 3, we must find a solution of Φ(y) = a∈T C a = 1 (i.e., by solving an exact |I|-SAT, where exact k-SAT is a SAT satisfying that each of clauses has exact k literals). Exact k-SAT is in general NP-complete, but in this case, k = |I|, that is, k is equal to the dimension of SAT. Hence, this can be solved by checking if the number of different vectors inT is equal to 2 |I| (in this case, Φ(y) is not satisfiable). Otherwise, we find a vector y * ∈ IB I such that y * ∈T , and this y * is a solution to Φ(y) = 1. This can be done in O(n|T |) time by using the binary tree of [32] as a data structure. In total, we need O(n(|T | + |F |)) time. 2
For k ≥ 2, however, we have the following negative result.
Theorem 17 For any fixed
Proof. This problem is obviously in NP. To show its NP-hardness, let
be a cubic CNF, where u i , v i and w i for i = 1, 2, . . . , m are literals from the set L = {x 1 ,x 1 , ..., x n ,x n }. We use notation like x j ∈ C i by regarding C i as the set {u i , v i , w i }. Let V 1 = {1, 2, . . . , n}, V 2 = {n + 1, n + 2, . . . , n + m}, V 3 = {n + m + 1, n + m + 2, . . . , n + m + k − 2} and V = V 1 ∪ V 2 ∪ V 3 . We constructT ,F ⊆ IM V as follows.
where
Note that V 3 and the set of b (i) inF are both empty if k = 2. It is easy to see that |AS(a)| ≤ 1 holds for all a ∈T ∪F . We claim that this pBmb (T ,F ) has a consistent k-DNF extension if and only if 3-SAT for Φ has a solution (i.e., if there is a binary vector y ∈ {0, 1} n for which Φ(y) = 1). This will complete the proof, because 3-SAT is NP-complete [20] .
To prove the claim, let α ∈ IB AS be an assignment such that (T α ,F α ) has a k-DNF extension ϕ, and let t i = j∈Pi x j j∈Nix j , where
for a (i) ∈T . Then such terms t i , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, satisfy the following properties:
If the first property does not hold, we have t i (b (i) ) = 1, a contradiction. The second property then follows from
implies that c (i) ∈F satisfies t i (c (i) ) = 1, which is again a contradiction.
Otherwise, (b) implies N i ∩ V 2 = {n + h} for some h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} with h = i, and then, by 
and l ∈ Wī holds by the assumption on z j . This means t i (c (i) ) = 1, which is again a contradiction.
(e) There is no pair of terms t p and t q such that t p = x j x n+p ( l∈V3x l ) and t q =x j x n+q ( l∈V3x l ).
If t p and t q are such terms, then (t p ∨ t q )((d (j) ) β ) = 1 holds for any assignment β ∈ IB AS , which is a contradiction.
Based on these, let us define a binary vector y ∈ IB n by
Then properties (d) and (e) show that this y satisfies Φ(y) = 1.
To prove the converse direction, given a binary vector y ∈ IB n satisfying Φ(y) = 1, define an assignment
where z j ∈ {u i , v i , w i } = C i and z j = 1 is implied by y. Then we can see that ϕ * is an extension of
, that is, ϕ * is a consistent extension of (T ,F ). 2
Problem MRE
In this section we study the problem of finding most robust extensions. Let us recall that whenever problem CE(C) is NP-complete, problem MRE(C) must also be NP-hard. This leaves unresolved only about half of the considered cases. We shall see in the next subsection that some other cases can also be resolved as direct consequences of BEST-FIT. The remaining cases will then be discussed in the subsequent subsections. Note that by definition, w(a 1 ) = w(a) = +∞ (resp., w(b 0 ) = w(b) = +∞) holds for all vectors a ∈T (resp., b ∈F ) having no missing bit. We claim that
holds, where ρ and ε are defined in (4) and (3), respectively. This will prove the theorem since ε(T , F ) can be computed by solving BEST-FIT(C). First, if ε(T , F ) < +∞, then clearly, there is a consistent extension of (T ,F ) by the definition of w. Conversely, if there is a consistent extension f of (T ,F ), then f (a 1 ) = 1 holds for all a ∈T and f (b 0 ) = 0 holds all b ∈F by the positivity of f , which implies ε(T , F ) < +∞. Let us assume next that there is a solution of MRE(C) for (T ,F ); i.e., a subset Q ⊆ AS with |Q| = ρ(T ,F ) and an assignment β ∈ IB Q for which (T β ,F β ) has a robust extension f in C. Then f correctly classifies all vectors in T ∪ F , except for aβ ∈ T ∪ F with AS(a) ∩ Q = ∅ (whereβ denotes the complement of β). Hence
For the converse inequality, consider a solution (T * , F * ) to BEST-FIT(C) for the pdBf (T , F ), i.e.,
has an extension f in C, and ε(T , F ) = w(T ∩ F * ) + w(F ∩ T * ) < +∞. Then, by the positivity of f , we have a 1 ∈ T * for all a ∈T and b 0 ∈ F * for all b ∈F .
Thus define Q = Q 1 ∪ Q 0 , where
and an assignment β ∈ IB Q by β(a, j) = 1 for (a, j) ∈ Q 1 , and β(b, j) = 0 for (b, j) ∈ Q 0 . The resulting (T β ,F β ) has a robust extension f ∈ C. Consequently,
Combining these with the results in [11] , we obtain the next corollary. 
General extensions
Let us consider the class C all . As a result of Theorem 5, problem MRE(C all ) is NP-hard, unless instances (T ,F ) satisfy |AS(a)| ≤ 1 for all a ∈T ∪F .
We shall show below that, for such pBmb instances, a most robust extension can be found in polynomial time.
Let us remark first that any assignment α ∈ IB AS for which (T α ,F α ) has an extension must satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) in the proof of Theorem 4. Hence, some components of such an α may be forced to take a unique binary value by conditions (8) and (9). Let us assume therefore that we fix all such missing * bits in advance, and let us consider only conditions (10) and (11) in the sequel. Let us define next a bipartite multi-graph with labeled edges.
The label c(e) of each edge e = (q, r; c(e)), as defined in (28), is called the configuration of e. Let us note that, since |AS(a)| ≤ 1 holds for all a ∈T ∪F , every pair of q = (a, i) ∈ AS(T ) and r = (b, j) ∈ AS(F ) has at most two assignments α ∈ IB {q,r} such that a α = b α . If there are two assignments α ∈ IB {q,r} for some q ∈ AS(T ) and r ∈ AS(F ), for which a α = b α (this occurs if q = (a, i) and r = (b, j) satisfy i = j), then the graph G AS has parallel edges corresponding to such different configurations.
Then the graph G AS is given in Figure 2 . Although the configurations of edges are not indicated, they are easily found out. For example, the edge e = ((a (1) , 1), (b (1) , 2)) has c(e) = (a
2 = 1), and the parallel edges e = ((a
= 0) and c(e ) = (a
Lemma 7 Given a pBmb (T ,F ), an assignment β ∈ IB Q for a subset Q ⊆ AS is a robust assignment of (T ,F ) (i.e., (T β ,F β ) has a robust extension) if and only if, for every edge e = (q, r; α) of G AS , we have either q = (a, i) ∈ Q and a β = a α , or r = (b, j) ∈ Q and b β = b α , or both.
Proof. Let us first show the only-if-part. Let f be a robust extension of (T β ,F β ), and let e = (q, r; α)
be an edge of G AS . Assume that either q ∈ Q or a β = a α holds. Then we have f (a α ) = 1. Indeed, if q = (a, i) ∈ Q, then (a β ) α = a α , and since β ∈ IB Q is a robust assignment, f (a α ) = 1 must hold. On the other hand, if a β = a α , then obviously f (a α ) = f (a β ) = 1 must hold, since a ∈T . r r r r r ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨ ¨¨¨¨¨¨TF G AS Figure 2 : The graph G AS of the pBmb (T ,F ) in Example 2.
We then show that f (a α ) = 1 implies r = (b, j) ∈ Q and b β = b α , which proves the only-if part. If To prove the if-part, assume that β ∈ IB Q for a subset Q ⊆ AS is not a robust assignment of (T ,F ).
Then, by the definition of robustness, we have a pair of vectors a ∈T and b ∈F such that a β ≈ b β . Then the edge e = (q, r; α) with q = (a, i) and r = (b, j) does not satisfy the statement of the lemma. 2
For a vector d ∈ IB n , let E(d) denote the set of edges e = (q, r; α) ∈ E such that a α = b α = d, where
Let us define a coherent domain D(d) as the set of vertices incident to some edges of E(d), and let D 0 denote the set of isolated vertices (i.e., incident to no edge e ∈ E). No vertex in D 0 belongs to a coherent domain. In the following discussion, we only consider nonempty coherent domains. Figure 3 shows all nonempty coherent domains of the graph G AS of (T ,F ) in Example 2.
Proof. Take any pair q = (a, i) ∈ AS(T ) and r = (b, j) ∈ AS(F ) that satisfy q, r ∈ D(d). Then there exist assignments α ∈ IB {q} and β ∈ IB {r} such that d = a α = b β . We concatenate these assignments to have an assignment γ = (α, β) ∈ IB {q,r} for which
Then there exist two assignments α, β ∈ IB {q} (= {0, 1}) such that 
, then the graph G AS has two parallel edges between q and r. 
where q = (a, i) ∈ AS(T ) and r = (b, j) ∈ AS(F ), then q = r implies that there are two assignments α, β ∈ IB {q,r} such that
e. the graph G AS has two parallel edges between q and r. 2
Let us now color the edges of G AS by "yellow" and "blue", so that all edges of a set E(d) have the same color, and every pair of sets E(d) and E(d ) with D(d) ∩ D(d ) = ∅ has different colors. We call such a two coloring alternating. The following lemma shows that an alternating coloring is always possible. Furthermore, it can be uniquely completed after fixing the color of one set E(d) in each connected component of G AS .
Proof. Lemma 9 implies that
is even, l must be even. 2
Finally, let us orient the edges of G AS according to a given alternating coloring, as follows. Every yellow edge (q, r) is oriented from q ∈ AS(T ) to r ∈ AS(F ), and every blue edge (q, r) is oriented from r ∈ AS(F ) to q ∈ AS(T ). Let G AS denote the resulting directed graph. For example, Figure 4 shows the directed graph G AS corresponding to the pBmb (T ,F ) of Example 2. Let us observe that every directed path of this graph is alternating in colors, and every alternating undirected path is either forward directed or backward directed. r r r r r ¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨¨TF G AS Figure 4 : The directed graph G AS of (T ,F ) in Example 2.
The next lemma characterizes a robust assignment by a directed path of G AS .
Lemma 12 Let (T ,F ) be a pBmb. Then β ∈ IB Q for Q ⊆ AS is a robust assignment if and only if the following two properties hold for every directed path
Proof. We first prove the only-if-part. For condition (i), we first consider e 1 = (q (0) , q (1) ). By Lemma 7,
and hence q (2) satisfies q (2) ∈ Q and (a (2) ) β = (a (2) ) α2 by Lemma 7. This assignment can proceed in a similar manner to q (i) , i = 2, 3, . . . , l. Case (ii) is similar to (i).
Conversely, if conditions (i) and (ii) hold, then, by Lemma 7, β ∈ IB Q is a robust assignment. 
It is easy to see that the set of isolated vertices D 0 in G AS satisfies D 0 ⊆ W . Figure 5 gives the graph G 0 AS of (T ,F ) in Example 2, in which arcs (u, v), having a directed path of length at least 2 from u to v, are not indicated for simplicity. i
Figure 5: The graph G 0 AS corresponding to G AS of (T ,F ) in Example 2.
Lemma 13 Let (T ,F ) be a pBmb, let α ∈ IB Q for some Q ⊆ AS be a robust assignment, and let C i , W and G 0 AS be defined as above. Then the following two conditions hold:
AS (i.e., for any pair of q, r ∈ W \ Q, there is no directed path from q to r in G 0 , and vice versa).
Proof. Consider a robust assignment α ∈ IB Q . Assume q ∈ C i \ Q for some C i with |C i | > 1. Then there is a directed cycle q (0) (= q), q (1) , q (2) , . . . , q (l) (= q) of length l > 1 in G AS , and q ∈ Q implies q ∈ Q by Lemma 12, which is a contradiction. Hence condition (i) holds. To prove condition (ii), let us assume that for some pair of q, r ∈ W \ Q, there exists a directed path from q to r in G AS . This is again a contradiction since q ∈ Q implies r ∈ Q by Lemma 12. 2 Lemma 14 Let (T ,F ) be a pBmb, and let S ⊆ W be any maximal antichain in G 0 AS . Then for Q = AS \ S, there is a robust assignment β ∈ IB Q of (T ,F ).
Proof. For Q = AS \ S, we shall construct a robust assignment β ∈ IB Q . In the following, we shall consider the directed graph G AS , and let us note that, by definition, S is also an antichain in G AS . Lemma 12 implies that, starting from a vertex q ∈ S (i.e., q ∈ Q), a robust assignment β for all vertices t which are either reachable from q or reachable to q is uniquely determined, unless the following cases of conflicts are encountered.
(i) For q, r ∈ S, there is a vertex t for which there are two directed paths
, t) and α = c(r (l−1) , t).
(ii) For q, r ∈ S, there is a vertex t for which there are two directed paths
) and α = c(t, r (1) ).
If one of these conflicts occurs, Lemma 12 implies that t must be assigned in different ways, and hence we cannot construct an appropriate robust assignment β. However, we now show that none of these conflicts can occur. Let us consider case (i) only, since case (ii) can be analogously treated. Now
, t) and (r (l−1) , t) have different colors, by
By the rule of orienting edges (yellow edges are oriented from AS(T ) to AS(F ), and blue edges are oriented from AS(F ) to AS(T )), this means that one of (q (k−1) , t) and (r (l−1) , t) is oriented towards t, and the other is away from t, a contradiction to the assumption in (i). Let us denote by R the set of all vertices t ∈ S such that either t is reachable from some q ∈ S or some q ∈ S is reachable from t. The above argument shows that a robust assignment β for R can be uniquely determined by Lemma 12. Finally, we consider an assignment β ∈ IB AS\(S∪R) . By the maximality of S, every vertex t ∈ AS \ (S ∪ R) has an incoming arc e = (r, t) ∈ E(d). Therefore, determine the robust assignment β of this t so that t β = d holds. This is well-defined because all incoming arcs to t belong to the same E(d) by the definition of G AS . It is then easy by Lemma 7 to see that the resulting β over AS is in fact a robust assignment. 2
Lemmas 13 and 14 imply that problem MRE(C all ) is equivalent to the problem of finding a maximum antichain of G 0 AS . Since G 0 AS is acyclic, we can find such an antichain in polynomial time by applying a maximum flow algorithm (see Dilworth's theorem, e.g. [19] ). Hence, we have shown the following theorem.
Theorem 19
Problem MRE(C all ) can be solved in polynomial time for a pBmb (T ,F ) in which all a ∈T ∪F satisfy |AS(a)| ≤ 1. Proof. Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary graph, where V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and defineT ,F ⊆ IM V as
Positive extensions
where (R; S) denotes the vector
It is easy to see that |AS(a)| ≤ 2 holds for all a ∈T ∪F . We claim that
holds, where ρ(T ,F ) is defined by (4), and τ (G) denotes the cardinality of a minimum vertex cover of G. This will complete the proof of the theorem, since finding τ (G) is known to be NP-hard [20] . Let us first observe that, if (T β ,F β ) has a robust positive extension for some β ∈ IB Q , Q ⊆ AS, then either β(a (i,j) , i) = 1 or β(a (i,j) , j) = 1 (or both) holds for every (i, j) ∈ E, since otherwise we have
β ∈F , which is a contradiction. Let
and β is not a robust assignment). This implies
For the converse direction, let C ⊆ V be a minimum vertex cover, and let us define a set Q ⊆ AS and an assignment β ∈ IB Q by
By Lemma 1, it is easy to see that β is a robust assignment, and |Q| = |E| + τ (G) holds. 
Decomposable extensions
As in Section 3.5, we consider two basic classes of decomposable functions, C G(S0,G(S1)) and C + G(S0,G(S1)) . As noted at the end of Section 2.2, Theorem 13 immediately implies that problem MRE(C G(S0,G(S1)) ) is NP-hard even if |AS(a)| ≤ 1 holds for all a ∈T ∪F . For problem MRE(C + G(S0,G(S1)) ), we also have the following negative result.
Theorem 21
Problem MRE(C + G(S0,G(S1)) ) is NP-hard, even if |AS(a)| ≤ 1 holds for all a ∈T ∪F .
Proof. The proof is done by modifying the NP-hardness proof of BEST-FIT(C + G(S0,G(S1)) ) in [11] . A complete proof can be found in [12] . Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, where V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and let W = {n + 1, n + 2, . . . , n + k − 1}. Let us defineT ,F ⊆ IM V ∪W as follows.
where (R; S) denotes the vector v ∈ IM V ∪W such that ON (v) = R and AS(v) = {(v, j) | j ∈ S}. It is easy to see that AS = {(b (i) , i) | i ∈ V } and |AS(a)| ≤ 1 for all a ∈T ∪F hold. We claim that
holds, where τ (G) denotes the cardinality of a minimum vertex cover of graph G. This will complete the proof because finding τ (G) is known to be NP-hard [20] .
To prove the claim, we show first that
The first inequality follows from C k-DN F ⊇ C + k-DN F . For the second one, let us associate a k-DNF ϕ C to any subset C ⊆ V by defining
and let us consider ϕ C * , where C * ⊆ V is a minimum vertex cover of G. Define Q ⊆ AS and α ∈ IB
Next, we show that
which together with (31) will imply (30) . For this end, let α ∈ IB Q for Q ⊆ AS be an assignment such that (T α ,F α ) has a robust k-DNF extension, and let
be such a k-DNF with a minimal I, where t i = j∈Pi x j j∈Nix j , P i ∩ N i = ∅ and |P i ∪ N i | ≤ k for all i ∈ I. Then the minimality of I implies that for every term t i , there is an a (hi,li) ∈T α such that t i (a (hi,li) ) = 1. Thus P i ⊇ W holds for every i ∈ I, since otherwise the vector b (hi,li) ∈F α also satisfies
again a contradiction. Let us now define
Then this set C is a vertex cover, since for every a (h,l) ∈T α , there exists a term t i such that P i ∩ V = {h} or {l}. Hence ϕ ≡ ϕ C holds for some vertex cover C ⊆ V , and this implies (32) by applying a discussion similar to that of (31). 2
Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we extensively studied three types of extensions, consistent, robust and most robust, for partially defined Boolean functions that contain missing bits. In the tables below, we summarize their complexity results for the function classes C considered in this paper. More comprehensive results can be found in [12] , in which other function classes such as regular, unate, renamable Horn, dual-minor, dual-major, self-dual, read-once and h-term k-DNF are also discussed. Let us note at this point that a slightly modified definition of robust extension may also deserve attention on its own right. Instead of having a robust extension f , which is common to all assignments α ∈ IB AS , we define that a pBmb (T ,F ) is fully consistent with a class C if the pdBf (T α ,F α ) has an extension f α belonging to C for every α ∈ IB AS . This gives rise to the following problem.
Problem FC(C) Input: A pBmb (T ,F ), whereT ,F ⊆ IM n .
Question: Is (T ,F ) fully consistent in class C ?
Let us remark that a pBmb may be fully consistent even if it has no robust extension. As an example, let us consider the pBmb (T ,F ) defined bỹ T = {( * , 1, 1, 1), (0, 0, 0, 0)}, verify that the threshold Boolean function defined by 5x 1 − 3x 2 − 3x 3 + 2x 4 ≥ 0 is an extension of the pdBf (T 1 ,F ), and that −5x 1 + 2x 2 + 2x 3 − 3x 4 ≥ 0 defines a threshold extension of (T 0 ,F ), Hence, this pBmb is fully consistent with C T H . However, (T ,F ) has no robust threshold extension, since the fractional vector (
3 ) belongs to the convex hulls of bothT andF . It should also be noted that problems RE(C) and FC(C) are equivalent for many other classes, such as general, positive, regular, Horn and k-DNF. These results are reported in [15] .
Finally, although this paper was written mainly from a theoretical view point, these problems had arisen from real-world applications, in which the sizes of such pBmb instances are usually large. Hence it would be important to develop fast heuristic algorithms for all the problems discussed in this paper, particularly for the NP-hard cases. An attempt in this direction is found in [10] . Proof. Given an assignment α ∈ IB AS , we can check in polynomial time if (T α ,F α ) has an extension in C all (see [11] .) Hence problem CE(C all ) belongs to NP. Let us now consider a cubic CNF
where u k , v k and w k for k = 1, 2, ..., m are literals from set L = {x 1 ,x 1 , . . . , x n ,x n }. The 3-SAT problem, i.e., deciding the existence of a binary vector y ∈ {0, 1} n for which Φ(y) = 1, is one of the well-known NPcomplete problems (see [20] ). We shall associate to Φ a pBmd (T ,F ), as follows, which has a consistent extension in C all if and only if the 3-SAT Φ = 1 has a solution. Let us introduce subsets
Let us denote by (R; S) the vector v ∈ IM V for which ON (v) = R and
It is easy to verify that |AS(a)| ≤ 2 holds for all a ∈T ∪F . To prove our claim, let us first assume that there exists a consistent extension f of (T ,F ), and show that Φ is satisfiable. Now (L \ {x i ,x i }; {x i ,x i }) ∈T 1 and (L; ∅), (L \ {x i ,x i }; ∅) ∈F 1 imply that either f (L \ {x i }; ∅) = 1 or f (L \ {x i }; ∅) = 1 (or both) holds for each of i = 1, 2, . . . n. Let us define a binary vector y ∈ IB n by y i = 1 if f (L \ {x i }; ∅) = 0 0 otherwise, and show that this y satisfies Φ(y) = 1. By the definition of y, y i = 1 (resp., y i = 0) implies f (L\{x i }; ∅) = 1 (resp., f (L \ {x i }; ∅) = 1). Assuming that there exists a clause C k = (u k ∨ v k ∨ w k ), which is 0, we derive a contradiction. 
The three equations (34), (35) and (36), and the fact that b k ∈F 2 together imply that no binary assignment to the missing bits of a k ∈T 2 can make it a true vector of f , contradicting the fact that f is a consistent extension of (T ,F ).
For the converse direction, let y * ∈ IB n be a satisfying solution to Φ, and let For each clause C k = (u k ∨ v k ∨ w k ), let us define sets P k1 , P k2 and P k3 as follows. If u k = 1 holds for the assignment y * , then
otherwise let
If v k = 1 holds for the assignment y * , then Let us define a function f by f (a) = 1 if a ∈ P 0 otherwise, where P = P 0 ∪ m k=1 (P k1 ∪ P k2 ∪ P k3 ) . We claim that this function f is a consistent extension of (T ,F ).
It is easy to see that for every a ∈T 1 , there exists an assignment α ∈ IB AS(a) such that a α ∈ P 0 , and for every a ∈T 2 \ {a k | k = 1, 2, . . . m}, there exists an assignment α ∈ IB AS(a) such that a α = (a) .
Finally, since y * satisfies C k = 1 for each a k ∈T 2 , at least one of (a k ) , (a k ) or (a k ) belongs to P , and hence f is a consistent extension of pBmd (T , ∅). Let us show next that f is a consistent extension of (∅;F ). Let For each clause C k = (u k ∨ v k ∨ w k ), let us define sets Q k1 , Q k2 and Q k3 as follows. If u k = 1 holds for the assignment y * , then
otherwise let It is easy to see that for every b ∈F 1 ∪ {b k | k = 1, 2, . . . , m}, there exists an assignment α ∈ IB AS(a) such that a α ∈ Q 0 , and for every a ∈F 2 \ {b k | k = 1, 2, . . . m}, there exists an assignment α ∈ IB AS(a) such that a α = (a) . Hence f is a consistent extension of the pBmd (∅,F ).
Finally, let Q = Q 0 ∪ m k=1 (Q k1 ∪Q k2 ∪Q k3 ) . It is easy to check that P ∩Q = ∅ holds. Therefore, by combining the above two results, we can conclude that f is a consistent extension of the pBmd (T ,F ).2
